Steri Day - October 20th 2018.

In attendance and support

Del Jones
Ilana Van der Colff
Hazel Harris
Li Deegan
Juanita Zimmerman
Pat Warren
Paula Bloukamp
Margie Deegan
Kat
Heidi

Dr Helen Moore
Dr Melissa Sussens
Prince Dzotziel
Janet Forrester
Alexandra Van As
Anne Binos
Myrna Robins
Helmuth
Judy Eccles

Overview
Ilana was forward thinking and delivered cages and tags to the White City bookings
which proved to facilitate the collections on the day. This would be good practice if
we could do this all the time on the eve of spay day but of course not always having
the personnel to do so.
We didn’t take from the farms that we were originally going to do as we need to
carry out some pre booking/primary checks before hand. The animals collected were
from White City, The Village and Steenboksvlakte.
The first two patients collected at 07.15, and they waited patiently whilst we set up.
From there it was smooth sailing and the last operation was concluded at 13h15,
giving time for such well deserved refreshments.
Whilst the last load of animals were being returned home, the cleaning and tidying
was carried out – many hands resulting in all leaving at about 14h30.
Final Figures
9 Spays
4 Neuters

Running total = 97

Lovely soup and freshly baked homemade bread and lekker biscuits and cakes
accompanied hot drinks and iced tea THANKs to all.
General Comments
The donated solar unit was put in place by Alex Patterson of Vera farm and was
tested today and works like a charm. We will now place it permanently.
The portable anaesthetic machine (John Moore Animal Welfare) was also its debut
today and is so compact and effective.
Some dogs had many ticks, fleas etc and those were treated with dewormer and
Spot On.
We were donated roof sheets by AHM to enable us to provide a larger covered
recovery area – if anybody has excess or contacts for (6) 3m plus batons and (6) 3m
plus purlines this would be appreciated.
Big thanks to everyone and we will see you at the next spay day – 17 November
which will be the last one for the year.

